NE Elementary Community Boundary Study Public Email Log: 10/06/17 to 10/11/17
Date: 10/06/2017, 0917 hrs
Name: Natalie Hollobaugh
Hi I am writing as a parent of young children who live in a part of the possible redistricting area. West Twin Rivers in Middle River is a small
beautiful water front community that was once a Perry Hall middle and High district. A bus from Biscayne Bay passes by our neighborhood for
Perry Hall but again we are districted for middle river and kenwood which is farther from us. Please put West Twin Rivers back to the Perry Hall
district . Our kids deserve it
Sincerely A Very Concerned Mom
Date: 10/07/2017, 1228 hrs
Name: Rochelene Orth
Comments: Hello, In reviewing the ES Options we noticed a portion of our neighborhood is separated from the rest of our community. In ES
Options 1-2 our neighborhood is kept together and in ES Options 3-6 we are separated, cutting half of just one street out of our community.
Please review the options and include PB 148 with their neighbors in PB 153 and PB 149 in all future boundary options. Thank you.
Date: 10/08/2017, 1256 hrs
Name: Diane Walsh
Hello, I viewed online the boundary committee meeting held this past Wednesday, October 4, and I would like to reiterate one of the points that
was raised. In constructing the new Northeast elementary school, I urge the county to please include adequate parking for parents in the site plan.
It has always amazed me how little parking is provided at the county schools. The schools have parking needs far beyond just faculty and staff.
Whenever school wide special events are held, it is always a challenge to find parking at the existing elementary schools. My experience has been
that parents are left on their own with no coordination with the police precinct as was suggested at the committee meeting. The site of the new
elementary school provides additional challenges as it is surrounded by busy two lane roads with no shoulders available for extra parking. There
are no adjacent neighborhood streets on the same side of Joppa Road that could provide parking spots. Parents want to be involved in their
children's school, so we should make the school site welcoming and conducive to participation. We have the opportunity now to get the parking
situation right rather than introducing a problem from the very opening of this new school. Thank you for taking this issue into consideration.
Sincerely, Diane Walsh
Date: 10/09/2017, 1459 hrs
Name: Katherine E. Glorioso
Comments: I live in PB 148 and respectfully request our neighborhood (PB 148, 149, and 153) be kept together - only ES Options 1 and 2 allow
for that. Currently, our neighborhood goes to two different elementary schools - Perry Hall Elementary School (PHES) and Chapel Hill
Elementary School (CHES). A wooded area separates PB 148 and PB 147. Perry Hall High School (PHHS), which on the other side of the street,
separates PB 148 and PB 43. We would like to be included with the rest of our neighborhood. The children play together, they will continue to
grow up together, and we would for them to attend the same school together. Again, please consider ES Options 1 and 2 to keep our
neighborhood children together.
Date: 10/09/2017, 2006 hrs
Name: Eric Miller
Comments: Please keep PB 9, PB 11 and PB 12 together as a community. This area has always had a historical precedence of being considered a
community. Originally, the children in this community went to Chapel Hill. As a community, the children were then re-districted to go to VIncent
Farm. If any changes are to be, the committee should follow the historical precedence to keep the community together. The residents of PB 12
goes over on Halloween for trick or treating since there are no side walks in this community. Bike riding is safer in a community with side walks.
The kids all know and play together.
Date: 10/09/2017, 2155 hrs
Name: Rochelene Orth
Comments: I made a mistake in my previous email and would like to correct. In reviewing the ES Options I noticed a portion of our
neighborhood is separated from the rest of our community. In ES Options 1-2 we are all grouped together and in ES Options 3-6 we are separated
leaving half of a street out of our community. Please review the options and include PB 148 with their neighbors in PB 153 in all future boundary
options. Thank you.
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